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This paper examines the development of y-final clusters  in the six dialects,  i.e.  three western 
and  three  eastern,  of Aśokan Rock Edicts. The outcomes of  y-final  clusters  are different 
depending on  the dialects and  the phonetic properties of  the consonant  that precedes y.  In 
terms of  the manner of articulation of  the preceding consonants, nasals,  sibilants and  l  tend 
to  trigger assimilation  in all dialects while stops,  r, and v  typically  induce vowel epenthesis. 













consonant  is  assimilated or  lost whether  it precedes or  follows  the  stronger consonant 
(Mehendale 1948: xxiv; von Hinüber 2001: §226; Suzuki 2002b: 64; Oberlies 2003: 178; Bubenik 
2003:  217–218). Among  four major groups of  consonants,  i.e.,  stops, nasals,  sibilants,  and 

































Instead of assimilation,  certain clusters may be split up by an epenthetic vowel, as  in  (3) 
(Pischel 1981: §131; von Hinüber 2001: §§152–153). Note that the  last example  in  (3) shows 
metathesis in addition. 
｜ 21 ｜





Despite  the above-mentioned generalization based purely on phonological  factors,  the first 
consonant after  the prefix ud-,  including y, normally persists even when  it  is weaker than 
stops in the hierarchy, e.g. Skt. udyānam > Pa. uyyāna ‘garden’ (von Hinüber 2001: §§237, 249; 
Suzuki 2002a: 117–118; Oberlies 2003: 180, 183).
  Among various consonant clusters,  this paper examines  the development of y-final 
clusters  in  the Aśokan Rock Edicts  in Girnār/G.  in  the west;  Shāhbāzgar. hī/Sh.  and 
Mānsehrā/M. in the northwest; Kālsī/K. in the north; and Dhaulī/Dh. and Jaugad.a/J. in the 
east. In the conventional dichotomy of these dialects, the western group consists of Girnār, 







m such as samma  ‘properly’. Thus,  for example, aja  ‘today’  (< adya), aña  ‘other’  (< anya), 
kalān. am
.
  ‘good deed’  (< kalyān. am), and piyasa  ‘dear’  (< priyasya) most probably represent 
ajja,  añña,  kallān. am
.





ñate  ‘think, 3SG.PRES.IND.’  represent a geminate nasal,  thus  the  two 
cited examples are phonetically  identical with añña and maññate.  In the  inscriptions  from 
Mānsehrā and Shāhbāzgar.hī, vowel  length  is not marked. For a summary of developments 
of  the y-final clusters,  see Hultzsch 1925:  lviii,  lx–lxii  for Girnār,  lxxii,  lxxiv–lxxvi  for Kālsī, 
lxxxvi, lxxxviii–xc for Shāhbāzgar.hī, xcviii for Mānsehrā, and cii–civ for Dhaulī and Jaugad.a.
  Phonologically, y-final clusters show different developments depending on the manner, 










The stop preceding y  in  the  input  is predominantly dental  in  the vocabulary of  the Rock 
Edicts.  If  the dental  is voiceless,  the outcomes typically result  from coalescence or cluster 




ci). The original  tri-consonantal cluster rthy  in  the  third example  in  (4a)  shows the same 
development with vowel epenthesis between  the stop and  the  following y  in  the dialects 
other than Girnār. Words with the original clusters of y  following a stop other than dental 
are very few in the Rock Edicts; the clusters of a velar, retroflex, or labial stop and y show 
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  There  is one apparently aberrant outcome  in Kālsī: nikyam
.
 14C  ‘constantly’  (< Skt. 









(cf. M. Alikasudare)  (Hultzsch 1925:  lxxi; Ghatage 1962: 121).  If ky represents a palatalized 
velar stop,  rather  than a consonant cluster, as assumed by Ghatage  (1962: 121),  then  the 






















  Table  1 below summarizes  the development  of  stop-y  clusters depending  on  the 
dialects and  the  types of  the preceding  stops. The outcomes are categorized  into  three 







The contrast  is  complementary  in Dhaulī  and  Jaugad. a, but  there are  some assimilated 
outcomes  of  ty  and  bhy  in Kālsī,  Shāhbāzgar.hī,  and Mānsehrā. The  observed  contrast 
suggests  that y  is more  liable  to assimilate  to, or coalesce with, phonetically closer stops. 
Thus, in dialects other than Girnār, a dental stop tends to coalesce with the following y only 
when the stop shares voice with the following y, i.e., when the stop is voiced. Also, the palatal 




















































Preceding stop c/d/dh other TOTAL
Girnār j/jh 7 C 10, Ciy 1 C 17, Ciy 1
Kālsī j/jh/jhi 5, Ciy 1 C 2, Ciy 12 C 7, Ciy 13
Shāhbāzgar.hī c/j/jh 6, Ciy 1 C 6, Ciy 9 C 12, Ciy 10
Mānsehrā c/j/jh 7 Cy 1, C 3, Ciy 11 Cy 1, C 10, Ciy 11
Dhaulī j/jh/jhi 6 Ciy 9 C 6, Ciy 9
Jaugad.a j/jh/jhi 4 Ciy 11 C 4, Ciy 11
TOTAL c/j/jh 35, Ciy 2 Cy 1, C 21, Ciy 53 Cy 1, C 56, Ciy 55
｜ 26 ｜
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  On the other hand, when the nasal  that precedes y  is  labial  in  the original cluster, 
y is assimilated  in Shāhbāzgar.hī, but the cluster  is unchanged  in the other five dialects as 
in  (7a)  (Mehendale 1948: 26; von Hinüber 2001: §250). The writing suggests  that  the nasal 
is geminated  in Dhaulī,  Jaugad. a, and possibly Shāhbāzgar.hī.  In compounds  that consist of 











































is retroflex or dental,  the outcome  is a nasal, which may either be single or geminate,  in 
all dialects—with one exception of n. y > iñ in Girnār. When the nasal in the original cluster 
is  labial,  the cluster undergoes assimilation  in Shāhbāzgar.hī,  but  remains unchanged  in 
the other  five dialects. None of  the nasal-y  clusters  is  split up by an epenthetic vowel. 


















  The  original  cluster  ly  occurs  only  in  one word:  kalyān. a.  In  all  six  dialects,  ly 
undergoes assimilation, as  in  (9). The outcome  is  l  in Girnār and Shāhbāzgar.hī, but y  in 
Kālsī, Mānsehrā, Dhaulī, and Jaugad.a, with one outcome of l in Mānsehrā (Mehendale 1948: 
23). The outcome l with persevarative assimilation is in accordance with the generalization 





Input clusters n. y/ny my TOTAL
Girnār C 25, iñ 1 my 2 Cy 2, C 25, iC 1
















accounted  for based on which  factor  is dominant.  If  the consonant hierarchy or  the oral 
contact of  l  is prioritized over the unmarked direction of assimilation,  then the outcome  is 
l. On the other hand, if the more salient consonant in the cluster is chosen, the result is y in 
the prevocalic position. In addition, both l and y belong to the same group of semivowels, and, 
thus,  the strength relation between the two  is not as stable as that between,  for example, 
stops and y.
(9)  Skt. kalyān. asya > 5C ‘good deed, GEN.SG.’








and Mānsehrā, and mostly becomes viy by vowel epenthesis  in  the eastern dialects, as  in 
(10)  (Hultzsch 1925:  lxix,  lxxiv,  lxxxiii, xcvii,  cxi, Mehendale 1948: 23, Bloch 1965: 85). The 
assimilated outcome v is in accordance with the consonant hierarchy of Middle Indo-Aryan 
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  Table  3  summarizes  the  changes  of  the  three  semivowel  clusters,  each  showing 
different types of developments. The cluster ly is assimilated in different directions, i.e., either 
perseverative or anticipatory, depending on  the dialects. The original cluster vy remains 









The original sibilant-y clusters occur  in  the genitive singular suffix  -sya,  the  future suffix 
-is. ya-/-sya-,  a  sibilant-final  root  followed by  the verb-stem  forming  suffix  -ya-,  and  the 
optative forms of as ‘to be’. Note that y, and often also the preceding sibilant, belong to the 
grammatical morpheme. In the medial position, y is assimilated to the preceding s.  or s almost 
consistently, as  in  (11a)  (Mehendale 1948: 23, 28, 42–43; von Hinüber 2001: §463).  In  (11b), 
y  leaves  its  trace  in  the vowel  that precedes  the sibilant;  this  is  the only example of  this 
type.  In two verb  forms,  the  future suffix  -sya- yields the original clusters of  three or  four 
consonants, together with the root-final consonant; y is assimilated in both forms, as in (11c).  
Input clusters ry ly vy TOTAL
Girnār l 4 vy 24, y 1 Cy 24, C 5
Kālsī liy 2 y 4 vy 1, v 2, viy 22 Cy 1, C 6, Ciy 24
Shāhbāzgar.hī riy 2 l 4 v 13, viy/vi 13 C 17, Ciy 15
Mānsehrā riy/liy 2 y 3, l 1 v 8, viy 18 C 12, Ciy 20
Dhaulī liy 1 y 3 viy 15 C 3, Ciy 16
Jaugad.a liy 2 viy 10 Ciy 12














  G. kāsati, K. kachati, Sh. kas. ati, M. kas. ati, Dh. kachati
  On the other hand, some of the sibilant-y clusters are split up by an epenthetic vowel 
under certain specifiable conditions,  as  in  (12). That  is,  there are  two occurrences of  the 
offshoots of prativeśya, both of which are affected by vowel epenthesis  (Hultzsch 1925:  lx). 
However,  the same cluster  in paśyati undergoes assimilation, which occurs only once  in 









  G. pat. īvesiyehi, K. p[a]t. ives. iyen[ā], Sh. prativeśiyena, M. pat. iveśiyena
｜ 31 ｜






  Table 4  is a summary of  the outcomes of  the sibilant-y clusters.  It  includes clusters 






palatal cluster  śy, both sharing the same place,  is affected by an epenthetic vowel  instead 
of  the expected assimilation.  In addition, distinct developments  in word-initial and  -medial 
positions add a factor that leads to variations. As has been shown, sibilant-y clusters occur in 
the high frequency grammatical morphemes,  including the genitive singular suffix  -sya and 
the  future suffix  -is. ya-/-sya-. Lack of variations may be attributed to the high  frequency of 
these morphemes (Phillips 2006, 2015).
TABLE 4 : The development of sibilant-y in the six dialects of the Rock Edicts
Input clusters śy and initial sy other sibilant-y TOTAL
Girnār C 1, Ciy 1 C 64 C 65, Ciy 1
Kālsī Ciy 9 C 73, iC 1 C 73, Ciy 10
Shāhbāzgar.hī Ciy 11 C 86, iC 1 C 86, Ciy 12
Mānsehrā Ciy 10 C 71, iC 1 C 71, Ciy 11
Dhaulī C 37 C 37
Jaugad.a C 18 C 18





the results show clear  tendencies. Conditions  for different developments are of  two kinds: 
phonological and dialectal. Disregarding sporadic examples,  the clusters my  in all dialects, 
other than Shāhbāzgar.hī, and vy in Girnār are preserved. The following five types of clusters 
are assimilated or coalesced,  in which case y  fails  to survive as  it  is:  (i)  stop-y clusters  in 
Girnār;  (ii) cy, dy, and dhy in the other five dialects;  (iii) n. y, ny,  ly, s. y, and sy in all dialects; 
(iv) my  in Shāhbāzgar.hī; and  (v) part of vy  in Shāhbāzgar.hī and Mānsehrā. Other clusters 
tend  to be split up by an epenthetic vowel,  i.e., most of  stop-y clusters  in dialects other 
than Girnār, ry in all attested dialects, vy in the eastern dialects and partly in Shāhbāzgar.hī 
and Mānsehrā, and  śy and  initial  sy. Of the  four groups of y-final clusters, nasal-y clusters, 
ry, and sibilant-y clusters show  little or no variations. Of all  the y-final clusters, vy  is  the 
most variegated  in  its development, undergoing no change  in Girnār, either assimilation 





assimilation  than  the eastern dialects, where consonant clusters are  typically affected by 
vowel epenthesis, and that the eastern dialects are relatively uniform  in the developments 
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